Behind the Santiago Apostol Church, which is the center of the city of Don
Benito, warehouses, factories, plants, some houses, a school and a theater
were erected there a few years ago. Those buildings, now destroyed, have
been replaced with a large outdoor parking area.

DON BENITO
While rambling around town, the stroller arrived at a little square, behind an imposing
church. It was difficult to say when exactly this church had been built as the changes
had transformed its external appearance over the years. The square resembled nothing.
Around it, constructions, all different, that seemed to lie without an order, describing a
chaotic volume geometry and leaving in its center only a residual space made of useless
nooks. Only cars, in big number, seemed to justify the existence of this square in the city
center. While rambling around this scenery, the stroller said to himself: “What should
be changed here?” Without understanding how, the answer was suddenly self-evident:
nothing, certainly, or virtually nothing.

WEST OF
SPAIN

By imagining a contest to restructure this square, the municipality’s
intentions were simple: turn this unfriendly place into a real public space.
While those intentions were clear, the program instructions were more
open, and it was up to the contestants to imagine the needs their project
should address. With that consideration in mind, we (an architect, a
philosopher, an art historian) spent a few days in Don Benito.
Strolling about for a couple of hours in the streets of this city located
in the west central part of Spain was enough to convince us that the
city lacked nothing (or nearly). Specific developments may certainly
be necessary, but as a whole, the city is fairly well-equipped. This
intuition, reinforced by our numerous discussions with residents of
all ages, — political representatives, personalities involved in the city’s
urban construction, members of cultural associations —, was gradually
strengthened in our minds to result in this conviction: not only the city
of Don Benito does not need anything or barely does in architectural and
urban terms, but it actually has an excess of facilities and unexploited
architectural potentialities.
Therefore, we have decided to work based on this observation. Submit
a project which, instead of adding elements facing uncertain future to
an already very substantial base, would allow to rearrange the existing
elements, by attempting to exploit the potentialities still largely neglected
today.
As a result, we are now engaged in a thorough analysis of the site and its
surroundings with the same question repeated systematically at every
phase of our investigation: do we need something new here? Against all
odds, the answer usually lied before us with obvious clarity: no.
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By then focusing on the observation of each building threatened by an
imminent destruction, we realized that part of the political, social and urban
history of the city of Don Benito was also at stake through this question.
Indeed, we have found around this square, with no apparent quality, a
significant cultural heritage which seems important to maintain, without
fetishism but with consideration. Such is the case, for example, of the Circulo
de Artesanos, whose function of private club plays an essential role in the
city’s social construction, and whose architecture typical from the 60’s would
certainly deserve to be emphasized and restored. It is also the case of the
building that houses the current PSOE headquarters on the southeast corner
of the site, which we discovered played an important role during the civil
war. We could also mention the two buildings located behind the church and
whose architecture represents the early 19th constructions.
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Build?
Our first observations allowed us to update the many buildings reserves
readily available, non-constructed plots or unoccupied buildings, sometimes
even abandoned (PLAN I). This finding allowed us to question the very terms
of this project, in particular the interest the municipality has expressed to
destroy the few remaining buildings on the square. Indeed, why destroy
buildings currently occupied to rebuild others, while only a few meters away,
empty constructions are still awaiting a renovation, and non-constructed
plots are ready to be used? And this although everyone agrees that the city
lacks neither facilities nor housing?
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For cars?
The same reasoning guided us in our review of the parking area issue. The
competition brief refers to the need for the city of Don Benito to have a
large parking area in the center to replace the one, spontaneous, located on
the square behind the church. The possibility of an underground parking
area, underneath the square, is mentioned. Considering this possibility,
which would incur significant financial investments due to the nature of
the soils (the site was originally occupied by a lake), and whose profitability
seems more than uncertain, it appeared to us that another solution could
be proposed: use non-constructed or under-exploited neighboring plots to
install parking areas there (PLAN I and II). This proposal can be divided in
three methods:
•
A gross use of the land without any other infrastructure than the
basic elements related to a parking management (parking meter, surveillance,
etc.)
•
An above-ground construction of a multi-level parking allowing to
optimize available space.
The conversion of the covered market into a two or three-level parking.
The present occupation of this building by a supermarket designed as a
prefabricated box, set up with no consideration of the historic architecture
of the site, implies a conversion whose issue would precisely be to restore
the original architecture, even with the possibility of a parking area. This
conversion would also result in having to rehouse the supermarket, the food
stores and the rare community centers located on the mezzanine, in the
numerous business premises situated on the ground floors of the abandoned
neighboring building. This redistribution would undoubtedly allow to liven
up certain streets in the city center, somewhat abandoned nowadays.
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These three hypotheses, taken altogether or individually, make it possible
to efficiently respond to the need of a parking area by potentially creating
several hundreds of parking spaces within a distance of 100 meters around
the new square.
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Circulo de artesanos
La Casa de Los Guillen
Built in the architecture of the 1960s, the Circulo de artesanos offers a
space for playful and peaceful reunions for its socios, whose social model
constitutes also in its own way a sort of cultural heritage. The rear of
the building is here articulated instead, via large openings that create a
privileged view on this new territory. It is to reinforce the strategic position
of this building that connects the Plaza España to the new square, as well as
supporting the original social model represented by the club de socios.
Next to it, we find the Casa de Los Guillen, a very peculiar historical
building on Plaza España – a sober and white rectangle of one floor that enjoys
a great surface of the street on its façade. Its architectural quality needs to
be clearly highlighted by renovation works. However, its evident heritage
importance supposes also that its function must be subjected to a public
enquiry, in order to create a collective project (associative for example) that
complies intelligently and over time with the architecture of the Plaza España.
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Our project takes the form of a park, a public one. On this park, different
elements are scattered, each of them referring to an image of the community
and leads every time to multiple uses and constantly renewed over time. The
large basin which structures the space as it divides it, referred to here as “wash
house”, reminds us of the historic foundation of the city of Don Benito near
the Guadiana River. The stage, a sort of tribune, recalls the existence of the
former theater which was located on the square a few years ago. It also refers
to the political history of Spain by settling near a building which we know
the role he played during the civil war. The Helium Café, with its inflatable
structure that, during the day, ensures it has a comfortable shade, and at
night, allows to turn it into an urban signal, gives a joyful and festive image to
the idea of community. The row provides an elementary image to the idea of
“public”…
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Each one of these elements or interventions scattered with no apparent
order allows in fact to restructure this square with its complex geometry,
providing it with a great richness at the same time formal and programmatic.
In this context, the functions are endless. Everyone can find reasons to come
and spend some time there, at any hour of the day, and regardless of age.
Because this park, unfenced, is open non-stop, day or night. Its activities vary
throughout the day, the week and the seasons. Therefore, each one of the
proposed constructions comes in a variety of different timeframes.
The management of this park is entrusted to a watchman for whom a
small high-rise apartment was built on an empty slot of the site. Far from
being a secondary element of our project, this watchman accommodation,
which offers the only strong architectural form of our proposal, is in our
opinion a prerequisite for a good park management. It is the active ingredient
of our project but also its symbol and its developer. Logical outcome of an
urban policy entirely community-oriented and able to organize its priorities
according to the residents’ real needs, this accommodation sets itself as a
monument on the site. A job created, the one described as guarantor of the
collective functioning, deserves in this sense a few architectural effects.
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THE PUBLIC SQUARE
The analysis gradually gave way to the project. Although our observations
soon diverted us from the hypothesis of a “heavy” construction, they instead
guided us towards the development of a public square. As mentioned
earlier, the city of Don Benito has all the necessary architectural facilities.
Nonetheless, it lacks a real urban park. The different squares of the city center
do not always have the qualities needed for these places where everyone has
reasons to spend some time in the day; alone or in group, at night or in the
morning, furtively or for a few hours.
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THE BENCHES WALL
Garden oriented, the crevices of the south-eastern urban
fragment seem redrawn by a longue continuous public
bench leaning against the walls. This fall line of social
gathering and shadow line invites, due to its numerous
angles, to turn to the garden, to the south-eastern urban
fragment in front, to the church or also to one’s neighbor
on the bench. It is the ideal place to watch time and the
crowd pass by. From far, the bench looks endless and invites
everyone to take a seat.
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THE PUBLIC THING
The public is a wooden structure, composed of two rows
set back to back. Its open form lets everyone interpret its
purpose.
Before the sun goes too high in the sky, elderly people
gather to read the newspaper and share the last news.
Some stay to knit, enjoy a cup of coffee or play cards.
After the visit of the Casa de la Cultura, morning tourists
stops a moment to take a group picture with the Santiago
Apostol church as background.
By noon, nearby workers come to sit and have lunch,
dozing off sometimes in the shade before returning to
their duties.
After school, children cross the park on their way home
and gardens become little by little the place to snack, a
hiking area or a pirate vessel.
In the early evening, small groups of teenagers meet
there. Boys are agitated and young girls observe them,
more or less with watchful eyes.
After dark, all the generations gather to watch the movies
screened on the wall of the old theatre.
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III

THE LAVADERO
From the Benches Wall to the Public Thing, form the
Helium café to the Amphitheater, from the Big Wood
to the Folding Kiosks, the passer-by is expected to go
around the entire square. Its scattered geometry suggests
movement, displacement from one place to another
depending on the time of the day or night. The Lavadero
– a long sixty-meter basin which splits the square
diagonally – offers something intangible in this context.
This horizontal monument responds with a simple, pure
and anti-spectacular stability to the flows of trajectories.
The central porch welcomes the ones who wish to stay
in the shade while observing the slight movement of
water running into the white cement basin. In the style
of former wash houses, it is a place of community, of
words, of games for the youngest, but also of solitary
meditations. On its eastern end, it meets with the Big
Wood, creating an area mixed with water and greenery,
revealing its key linking function. As any real monument,
the Lavadero is a place where times and spaces connect,
fitted in the very center of Don Benito.
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THE FOLDING KIOSKS
This little market lies on the eastern gable end of the
block built against the church. Its stalls decorate the wall
sitting under a light-colour tensioned fabric awning. Over
the seasons and over the days, the offer of this fleeting
boutiques is renewed : ice creams, souvenirs, flowers
and tapas following others on the stalls, depending on
the rambler’s mood and desires. From calle Villanueva,
the acces to the square is marked by the market on one
side and the big wood on the other. One stops by to buy
something or simply to enjoy the convivial atmosphere.
In the evening, when the square is empty of visitors, the
shades are rolled up and the kiosks are folded and closed.
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THE BIG WOOD
With its green oak trees, larches, carob trees, Landes
or Aleppo pines, its ferns and lavenders, the big wood
embodies a double break within the architecture of the
square. From far away, it forms a green visual happening,
large and vertical, with an uneven relief but a clear
geometrical outline. Its opacity intrigues. It invites the
rambler to get close to it.
From the inside, it is a dense block. Its vegetal thickness
offers a fresh and shadowed zone on the sunny square.
Its low branches and its thickness create an autonomous,
silent and odorant universe where children play hideand-seek, pretend to get lost, tell stories. Teenagers meet
there with friends or lovers, away from prying eyes.
Families go there for walks, to talk and make picnics. Its
extensive area allows also to isolate oneself, daydream,
observe the branches motioning in the wind and escape
from others’ sight.
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THE STAGE
It is known that there was a theatre on this square once.
A theatre in the city center where all the inhabitants
could gather, laugh together, cry together. We do not
know well about the architecture of this theatre. Only
remains some rare photographs that hardly explain its
appearance. When it was destructed and replaced by a
common car park, elements of its frame that was set in
the adjacent wall to the church against it were spared.
Thus a stage, since the construction of a city always starts
with something.
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THE WATCHMAN HOUSE
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THE HELIUM CAFE / HELIUM THEATER
In the daytime, at the location of the former semibasement of the number 19 on Doña Consuelo Torres
Street, the Helium Café provides a cool spot to take refuge
from the sun. At nighttime, its halfway-up windows
invite the curious passers-by to take a look. Inside, the
café bar takes its inspiration from the very active social
life of the city to enhance its diversity: a few steps away
from the Casa de la Cultura, it hosts lectures, screenings
and more festive events in a friendly, relaxed and family
space. It completes the numerous services of the Casa
but also aims to be made available to local associations
to host different events, thought by and for the city’s
residents. Whenever the need arises to produce largerscale shows and better attract the crowd, one only has
to walk through the doors that connect it to the circular
amphitheater which crosses it and takes us, step by step,
to the new square.
Outside, dug in circle on the new square’s ground, the
Helium Theater provides seating for some 300 people.
In the daytime, one can sit there to read, take a nap, sip
a drink ordered at the café located underneath, chat or
admire the mobile air-balloon that follows the movement
of the sun, protecting us from it while floating in the air.
During concerts, plays or any gathering, this lightweight
and spherical roof can become the colored screen of
multiple projections at the same time. Urban appearance
for the ones who look up, the air-balloon full of daylight
turns into a lunar star after dark, revealing its lines made
from pale fluorescent material.
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